OUR SERVICES – PHYSICAL SECURITY
When doing business abroad it is far more difficult to assess and plan for
security risks. Outside of your traditional surroundings, you’re likely to be less
attuned to the local environment and therefore less able to identify areas in
which your company could be vulnerable. As such, security measures that
proved effective at home may prove less suitable for your new situation.
Foreign companies doing business in Southeast Asia need to be particularly diligent when it comes to
security risks. Due to a perception that there is more financial gain to be made by exploiting foreign
businesses or, in some cases, due to hostile feelings towards the company’s country of origin, such entities
can find themselves more susceptible to security risks than their domestic counterparts. It is not only
factories and storage points that can be vulnerable – we have in the past worked with schools, hospitals and
hotels to ensure that they have appropriate measures in place to manage their security risks.
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Undertaking a through security auditing process offers your company multiple benefits:
-

First and foremost, securing the PHYSICAL WELL-BEING of your employees and service users.
Allowing them to focus on their roles without fear of harm or undue influence.

-

Protecting your PROPERTY AND ASSETS from theft and vandalism.

-

Ensuring against DISRUPTION to your business operations, costing time and money.

-

Avoiding the REPUTATIONAL DAMAGE that can come from security breaches, which could affect
your ability to retain clients or attract talented staff.

-

Preventing the MISAPPROPRIATION OF INFORMATION, either sensitive commercial information
which could be shared with competitors or customer data that if not properly protected could cause
you to lose the trust of your clients.
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OUR EXPERTISE
With twenty years’experience in helping partners in Asia to manage their security risks, Asia Global Risk is
one the industry leaders in this field. We regularly receive glowing feedback from our customers, who
appreciate our understanding of their needs and our attention to detail in adapting our recommendations
to their specific requirements.
Our team is balanced between local staff who are experts in the local environment and a number of
security experts with previous experience in public security and private protection services. This combined
wealth of knowledge allows us to foresee security risks before they can ever develop into issues.

We take a holistic approach in assessing your existing security infrastructure and advising upon any areas
that are currently insufficient for your requirements. Our methods include:
 An environmental analysis of the surrounding area and country-level risks
 A thorough analysis of applicable documentation (site maps, security procedures, emergency
plans);
 Face-to-face interviews with personnel responsible for security;
 On-site inspection of entry and exit points, site perimeters, compliance with security procedures,
and technological apparatus such as CCTV cameras and access control systems;
 With clients’ permission, covert stress-testing of your physical security infrastructure;
 An information technology audit to ensure data and sensitive information is stored securely and
cannot be obtained by unauthorized persons.
The end product is a comprehensive and confidential report detailing our findings and highlighting any
deficiencies in your existing security apparatus and procedures. Furthermore, we will happily send our
staff to meet in person with your security team and senior management in order to explain our findings
and help to assist in the implementation of risk mitigation solutions.
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